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I

I. INTRODUCTION

ncreasing integration of renewable energy has made
structural changes to the modern power distribution system,
and certain adverse impacts have also been seen, e.g.,
voltage and frequency fluctuations and overloading of the
distribution grid [1]-[6]. To avoid these issues and enhance the
stability of distributed generation (DG) systems, the power
generation of DG units should be more dispatchable, i.e., DG
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Abstract—Flexible active power control (FAPC) is becoming
mandatory for PV systems, which is to limit/reserve the PV power
below certain constraints as commanded, including the power
ramp-rate control (PRRC), power limiting control (PLC), and
power reserve control (PRC). In practice, energy storage such as
batteries can be adopted to reduce the PV energy discarding in
such cases. On the other hand, concerning the system overall cost,
single-stage series power converter configurations are becoming
attractive. Such configurations bring more flexibilities by
integrating PV systems and batteries. However, the implementation of FAPC functions in series power converter configurations
has not been systematically investigated. To fill this gap, the
PRRC, PLC, and PRC strategies for series-PV-battery systems are
developed in this paper. With the proposed strategies, the power
ramp-rate/limiting/reserve constraints are maintained by the
coordinated control of individual converters. The reserved power
is then distributed among all converters depending on the
available power of individual PV converters, battery power and
state-of-charge (SoC) conditions. Experimental tests performed on
a 1.6-kW system have validated the effectiveness of the proposed
solution.
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Fig. 1. Flexible power control functionalities of PV systems: (a) conventional
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) operation, (b) power limiting control,
(c) power reserve control, and (d) power ramp-rate control [1], [2].

units are required to provide flexible power control functions,
in addition to the conventional maximum power injection
operation, as shown in Fig. 1(a) [1]-[6]. The flexible active
power control (FAPC) for photovoltaic (PV) systems, also
referred to as flexible power point tracking (FPPT), is to limit
the output PV power to a specific value [1]-[3]. Three main
FAPC functionalities for PV systems have been introduced in
recent grid regulations, as illustrated in Fig. 1, including the
power limiting control (PLC), power reserve control (PRC),
and power ramp-rate control (PRRC) [1], [2]. Accordingly,
several approaches have been developed in the literature to
achieve the above functionalities, where integrating the energy
storage (ES) such as batteries with DG systems is one common
solution [1], [7], [8].
To integrate distributed PV panels and batteries, two-stage
configurations have been widely used, where low-voltage (LV)
PV and battery units are firstly interfaced to DC/DC boost
converters to obtain DC voltages suitable for inverting [8]-[11].
Then, the DC rails can be connected to the grid through either
separate inverters or a high power inverter, as demonstrated in
Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. On the other hand, by seriesconnecting the outputs of multiple DC/DC converters, a DC bus
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Fig. 2. Configurations of distributed generation systems: (a) parallel connected
microconverters, (b) parallel connected DC/DC converters with a common
inverter, (c) the power optimized structure, (d) the multi-terminal converter
structure, and (e) series-connected LV converters.

with its voltage suitable for grid connection can be obtained
with only LV components, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The two
configurations in Figs. 2(a) and (c) are both commercially
available for distributed PV systems, being known as the
microconverter and power optimizer, respectively [1], [11].
Although module-level maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) control can be achieved for systems in Figs. 2(a), (b),
and (c), the efficiency of the system is compromised due to
multiple conversion stages. To simplify the conversion, several
advanced topologies have been developed, where PV and
battery units can be integrated with multi-terminal converters
[12]-[14], as shown in Fig. 2(d). For instance, in [12], the
battery is integrated by paralleling with a capacitor in a quasi-
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Z-source network. In [13], a dual-DC-port asymmetrical
multilevel inverter topology is proposed, where LV PV or
battery units can be directly interfaced to the LV terminal,
eliminating an additional DC/DC boost stage. However, the
multi-terminal configurations are more suitable for centrally
controlled systems, as the control and modulation for the
system are usually complex due to the coupling among multiterminals. For distributed systems, the implementation of such
topologies can be difficult, especially when PV and battery
units are geographically far away from each other. In addition,
considering the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
requirements, DG units should be close to the converter in
certain multi-port configurations to optimize circulating loops
[12], [14]. This further requires more efforts in terms of
practical installations.
To integrate distributed PV panels and batteries in a more
cost-effective and simpler way, single-stage series configurations have been introduced [8], [15]-[19], as demonstrated in
Fig. 2(e). By connecting the AC outputs of distributed inverters
in series, LV PV and battery units can be directly interfaced into
separate LV DC rails, and thereby being integrated to the AC
grid without any additional boost stages [8]. Due to the modular
configuration, more PV or battery units can be integrated to the
system by simply connecting more series converters. If isolated
DC/DC converters are equipped for PV units, the series configuration can be easily connected to grids with a higher voltage
(e.g., medium voltage grid), where more LV converter cells are
cascaded. While for the configurations in Figs. 2(a)-(d), the
system cost will be significantly increased when connecting to
high voltage grids, as either components with higher voltage
ratings or multilevel topologies with a larger number of
components should be employed. Compared with conventional
parallel structures shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), certain
limitations remain in series configurations, e.g., higher
requirements for hardware redundancy [20], higher common
mode voltage and severer leakage current issues [21], limited
operation region [22], [23], and higher requirement for
synchronization [24], etc. Accordingly, solutions have been
developed in [20], [21], [23] and [24] to tackle these issues.
Nevertheless, the series configuration remains a cost-effective
solution for DG systems.
On the other hand, the distributed power control for seriesPV-battery systems is still challenging. Among prior-art control
schemes for series-connected systems, most of them are not
applicable for series-PV-battery systems, as only ideal or the
same type of dc sources (e.g., either only PVs and batteries)
with equal power sharing were considered [25]-[28]. Only in a
few studies, the control of series-PV-battery systems have been
discussed. One typical distributed control approach for seriesPV-battery systems is the current-/voltage-mode (CVM)
control [17], [18], where one or several converters are centrally
controlled as a current source converter, while the others are
distributed controlled as voltage source converters [17], [18],
[29]-[32]. However, the control methods in [17], [18], [29]-[32]
are not applicable for series systems when the power factors
(PFs) of individual voltage controlled converters are different,
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while real-time communication or additional grid-voltage
sensors are still required for current-controlled converters [31].
To overcome this, a distributed control scheme was recently
proposed in [33], where distributed PV converters can be selfsynchronized without the grid phase angle information, even if
they have different PFs, significantly reducing the communication dependency. The anti-over-modulation (AOM) control and
the reactive power distribution among all converters have also
been addressed in [33]. Nevertheless, the solution in [33] is only
for islanded applications, where the overall control objective for
the entire series-PV-battery system is to maintain the islanded
grid voltage and frequency.
Various FAPC strategies have been developed for PV
converters [1], [3]-[5]. However, when directly applying them
to series-PV-battery systems, the power control performance
may not be satisfying, as explained in the following:
1) Prior-art PRRC, PLC, and PRC methods are only suitable
for one single PV inverter. When multiple converters are
involved in the system, if the curtailed/reserved power is
not properly distributed, PV converters can be unevenly
loaded. In extreme cases, the system may be operated
beyond its allowed operational region (certain converters
over-modulated) [34].
2) In conventional solutions, the excessive power is directly
discarded because no batteries were included. However, in
series-PV-battery systems, the battery power and state-ofcharge (SoC) conditions should be considered when
distributing the curtailed/reserved power.
3) To achieve the PRC, the maximum power points (MPPs)
of individual PV converters should be periodically
observed [5], [35], [36], but different PV converters may
operate at their MPPs at the same instant. In such cases, the
battery converter cannot absorb all the excessive power to
maintain the total power constraints. Especially when a
large amount of power reserve is required, the conflicts
between the MPP observation and maintaining the power
reserve constraint can be much severer.
Several FAPC strategies for series systems have been seen in
the literature [17], [37], [38]. For instance, in [17], a
decentralized PRRC scheme for series-PV-battery systems has
been developed based on the CVM control, where the battery
capacity and SoC constraints have not been considered. In other
words, when the battery converter fails to provide sufficient
power buffering, how to maintain the ramp-rate constraint
remains undiscussed. In addition, the FAPC has also been
discussed in [37] and [38] where only PV panels are interfaced
[37], [38]. In [37], when the grid frequency becomes higher
than the upper limit, the PV power will be curtailed based on
the droop gain, while the power unbalance among PV
converters is not considered. In [38], a cascaded H-bridge
(CHB) PV system is controlled as a virtual synchronous
generator (VSG), while one PV converter cell with the highest
available power is selected for power reserve to provide the
power buffer. Nevertheless, the power reserve capability of the
entire system is limited, as all required power reserve is
assigned to only one PV converter. When the required power
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reserve increases, the uneven loading among PV converters will
be aggravated. Besides, how to compensate the excessive
power due to the periodical MPP estimation has not been
addressed in [37] and [38]. In other words, when observing the
MPP of the system, the total power reserve constraint can no
longer be maintained with the strategies in [37] and [38]. In
addition, as mentioned previously, more control complexities
and constraints (battery power, battery SoC) should be
considered when batteries are adopted.
With the above concerns, FAPC strategies are proposed for
grid-connected series-PV-battery systems, which is an
extension of [39]. The proposed control methods are realized
through the distributed control architecture of the series-PVbattery systems [33]. Compared to [33], various active power
control schemes (e.g., PRRC, PLC, and PRC) for gridconnected series-PV-battery systems have been developed in
this paper. With the proposed strategies, the active power of
series-PV-battery systems can be flexibly controlled following
the power ramp-rate/limiting/reserve constraints. Considering
the battery power capacity, battery SoC condition, the available
power of each PV converter and the MPP observation
requirements, the surplus PV power can be properly distributed
among all converters, which are coordinately controlled to
maintain the total power constraints. Notably, compared with
[39], the PRC strategy has been additionally developed and
evaluated by experiments in this paper, while the operation
region of series-PV-battery systems is also analyzed, resulting
in stable operation criteria. In addition, more experiments of the
PRRC and PLC operation have been performed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the distributed control architecture for series-PV-battery
systems is introduced. Subsequently, the FAPC strategies for
grid-connected series-PV-battery systems are developed in
Section III. In Section IV, the stable operation region of the
system is investigated and exemplified on a 3-cell system.
Experimental tests on a 3-cell 1.6-kW series-PV-battery system
are provided to validate the proposed control in Section V.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL FOR SERIES PV-BATTERY SYSTEMS
The configuration and overall control diagram of an n-cell
series-PV-battery system is shown in Fig. 3, where n1 battery
converters and n2 PV converters are connected in series. As
observed in Fig. 3, the local controller of one battery converter
(the 1st converter in Fig. 3) is responsible for interacting with
the upper grid layer control. It sends the operation information
of the series-PV-battery system to the grid layer controller for
power scheduling, while receives the power constraint com*
, power limiting
mands (power ramp-rate command Ptotal,PRR
*
*
) from an
command Ptotal,lim , and power reserve command Ptotal,res
upper grid layer, and directly regulates the total active and
reactive power accordingly. In certain applications, the
constraint commands can also be generated by grid frequency
control [2], [38]. Other battery converters, as well as all PV
converters are locally controlled through low bandwidth
communication (LBC), which is responsible for transmitting
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The local controllers of all PV converters are the same with
those in [33], where a PQ decoupling control is introduced to
address the PF-dependent coupling issue between the voltage /
frequency (V/f) and the active / reactive power (P/Q) of each
converter. The diagram of the PQ decoupling control is shown
in Fig. 4, where the active and reactive power of PV converters
are regulated by proportional-integral (PI) controllers, with
their outputs being decoupled by the decoupling matrix. Then,
the increments on the amplitude and angular frequency can be
calculated. The active power reference can be obtained by the
*
or
MPPT control, being either the PV voltage reference VPV,m
*
the PV power reference Pk . The output voltage reference of the
*
is then calculated by
kth converter vac,k
 Vg,nom

*
*
vac,k
Vk* sin ∫ ω
=
=
+ ∆Vk  sin ∫ (ωnom + ∆ωk ) dt (1)

k dt
.
n


where Vg,nom and ωnom are the nominal amplitude and frequency
of the grid voltage, respectively, and Vk* and ωk* are the
amplitude and frequency references of the ac output voltage for
the kth converter, respectively. Then, through the voltage and
current dual-loop control, individual power control can be
achieved with only local measurements for the PV converters.
As the frequency reference ωk* is determined locally, the PV
converters can be self-synchronized with other converters in the
series system without using a phase-locked-loop (PLL) [33]. In
addition, the AOM control loops developed in [33] are also
included to ensure the stable operation of the system.

Synchronized
Phase-shifting
PWM [24]

AOM loops [33]

Fig. 3. Power converter scheme of an n-cell series-PVBH system with n1
battery converters and n2 PV converters, where vac,k is the AC voltages of the
kth converter, VPV,m and IPV,m are the DC voltage and current of PV #m,
respectively, Vbat,k is the DC voltage of battery #k, vtotal, vg and ig are the total
output AC voltage, grid voltage and grid current of the system, respectively,
*
*
Ptotal
and Qtotal
are the total active and reactive power reference, respectively, Pk* ,
Qk* and mk* are the active and reactive power reference and the modulation index
*
for the kth converter, respectively, VPVk
and PLC_ENAk are the PV voltage
reference and power limiting command for PV converter #k, respectively, and
*
*
VPVk,MPPT
and ∆VPVk
are the outputs of the modified MPPT controller and the
AOM loop for PV converter #k, respectively.

data for the coordinated control of all converters. To reduce the
filter size of individual converters and enhance the quality of
the line current ig, phase-shifting pulse width modulation
(PWM) is employed, where the carriers of individual converters
are synchronized by the zero-crossing point of the line current,
as discussed in [24]. As the output voltages of individual

)

(

)

B. Control of the Battery Converter
The control diagram of the battery converter is shown in
Fig. 5, where the grid current references under the dq-frame ( id*
and iq* ) are calculated from the total active and reactive power
*
*
and Qtotal
). Then, the grid current reference ig*
references ( Ptotal
can be obtained with the grid voltage phase-angle θg, which is
calculated by a PLL. The grid current is regulated by a
proportional-resonant (PR) controller, and the modulation
*
) can thus be obtained. The
index for the battery converter ( mbat
total power reference is generated by the FAPC strategies, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. With this, the difference between the total
power reference and the total power generated by all other
converters can be compensated by this battery converter.
For other battery converters, they should also participate in
compensating the power difference between the PV power and
the constrained total power. Considering the line current can
only be directly regulated by one converter in a series system,
other battery converters are distributedly controlled with the PQ
decoupling control, as shown in Fig. 4. The active power
reference Pk* for the battery converter #k (k = 2, … n1) is
calculated by
n1


=
Pk* ε k  Ptotal − ∑ PPVm 
(2)
m =1
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+
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∫
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×
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−
*
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+
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m*k
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Fig. 4. Power control loops for distributed converters in the series system, where PWMk refers to the PWM signal for the kth converter [29].

PWMbat

Fig. 5. Power control loops for the battery converter, which is responsible for
regulating the total active and reactive power of the entire system (converter #1
*
in Fig. 3), where mbat
and PWMbat refer to the modulation index and the PWM
signal for this battery converter, respectively.

where εk is the power distribution coefficient for the kth battery
converter related to the power capacity, SoC, state-of-health
(SoH), temperatures, etc [44]. For instance, εk can be selected
as

εk =
SoCk ⋅ Cbat,k

n2

∑ (SoC
m =1

m

⋅ Cbat,m )

(3)

in which Cbat,k refers to the capacity of the kth battery. With (2)
and (3), the power of each battery converter will be proportional
to its remaining capacity, thus ensuring the SoC balancing
control among different battery converters.
As the battery power is just proportionally distributed among
all battery converters, while the distribution coefficients εk have
very low dynamics, all battery converters can actually be
regarded as one battery unit. Thus, in the following discussion,
only one battery converter is considered for simplification (n−1
PV converters for an n-cell system).
III. FLEXIBLE POWER CONTROL STRATEGIES
In this section, the FAPC strategies for series-PV-battery
systems, including the PRRC, PLC, and PRC strategies are
developed based on the distributed control architecture
introduced in Section II.
A. Power Ramp-Rate and Power Limiting Control
According to the battery power and SoC constraints, there are
three operation modes for the proposed PRRC and PLC, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6:
1) In normal conditions, all the required active power will be
provided by the battery to maintain the PRRC and PLC
constraints (Mode 1, Figs. 6(a), (d) and (g)).
2) If the required power is beyond the power limit of the
battery converter, the battery will be charged/discharged
with its maximum allowed power (Mode 2, Figs. 6(b), (e)
and (h)). For the power ramp-up and power limiting
control, the remaining part of power is directly curtailed

from PV converters, as shown in Figs. 6(b) and (h),
respectively. However, for the power ramp-down control,
as the battery converter cannot provide sufficient power,
the power ramp-rate constraint cannot always be
maintained during the power ramp-down, as shown in
Fig. 6(e).
3) If the battery SoC reaches its upper or lower limit (SoCup
or SoClw, respectively), no power will be provided by the
battery (Mode 3, Figs. 6(c), (f) and (i)). In this mode, all
the surplus active power will be discarded from PV
converters when the battery SoC > SoCup for the power
ramp-up and power limiting control, as shown in Figs. 6(c)
and (i), respectively. In such cases, the curtailed power is
distributed among PV converters to balance their loading.
As it can be noticed from Figs. 6(c) and (i), PPV1 and PPV2
are curtailed to the same level during the power ramp-up
and power-limiting period. On the other hand, the power
ramp-rate constraints can no longer be maintained when
the battery SoC < SoClw for the power ramp-down control.
Nevertheless, operation conditions in Figs. 6(e) and (f)
should be avoided in practice, which can be achieved by
increasing the ES capacity of the battery converter.
The corresponding control diagram of the proposed PRRC
and PLC strategies is shown in Fig. 7, where the power ramprate constraint is maintained through a hysteresis controller.
The basic idea of the proposed PRRC for series-PV-battery
systems is explained as follows: if the battery power Pbat is
*
, the total power
smaller or larger than its reference Pbat
*
reference Ptotal will be increased or decreased by Pstep during
*
Ts (Ts
each control period, respectively, where Pstep = Ptotal,PRR
refers to the control period). By doing so, the total power
reference will be compensated by the battery following the
*
, and in steady state, both the total
desired ramp-rate Ptotal,PRR
power and the battery power will oscillate around their power
*
can be set as
references. Here, the battery power reference Pbat
zero by default (neither charged nor discharged), or according
to the power command from the battery management system
*
*
. When Pbat
(BMS) Pbat,BMS
= 0 , the battery converter only
provides transient power support. To improve the steady-state
performance, a small threshold Pth is introduced in Fig. 7(a),
which can be assigned by two values, with the larger and
smaller thresholds being Pth,wide and Pth,nrrw, respectively. When
*
the control enters into the steady-state, i.e., Pbat − Pth < Pbat
*
< Pbat + Pth , the power threshold Pth is set to be larger as Pth,wide
*
, which usually occur due to
to avoid frequent variation on Ptotal
MPPT. When the battery power is beyond the range of
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PPV2,avai
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Fig. 6. Three operation modes of a 3-cell series PVBH system with two PV converters under the proposed: (a)-(c) power ramp-up strategy, (d)-(f) power rampdown strategy, and (c) the power limiting strategy (Ptotal,avai – total available power; PPV1,avai and PPV2,avai – the available power of PV #1 and #2, respectively;
Pbat,uplim and Pbat,lwlim – the upper and lower power limit of the battery converter, respectively; and Tsat – the period that the power ramp-rate constraint cannot be
maintained due to the battery power limitation).

(P

*
− Pth , Pbat
+ Pth ) , which means the control is in the dynamic
zone, Pth,nrrw is assigned to Pth, in order to alleviate the steadystate battery power control errors induced by Pth. Since Pth is
very small, it is acceptable in practice, as it has negligible
influence on the variation of the battery SoC.
From the above, it is known that the steady-state power of
*
. Thus, the basic idea of the
the battery is determined by Pbat
*
PLC is to set Pbat as the total surplus active power. As shown in
Fig. 7(a), if the PV converters are generating excessive power,
*
will gradually ramp up, and
the total available power Ptotal,avai
*
*
. Subsequently, Ptotal
become higher than the power limit Ptotal,lim
*
*
will be limited to Ptotal,lim while Pbat will be set as
*
*
− Ptotal,avai
( Ptotal,lim
) , meaning that all the surplus active power will
be absorbed by the battery, if the battery power and SoC is
within the normal range.
When the battery cannot absorb all excessive PV power
(Figs. 6(b) and (h)), a part of PV power will be directly
*
is limited within the
discarded. As shown in Fig. 7(a), Pbat
range of [Pbat,lwlim, Pbat,uplim]. At the same time, the power
limiting control of PV converters will be enabled, as shown in
Fig. 7(b), where certain PV converters are selected for power
curtailment. More specifically, if the power of the ith PV
converter is larger than (PPV,max – PPV,th), this converter will be
*
bat

selected to discard part of its power. Here, PPV,max is the
maximum power among all PV converters, and PPV,th is a
threshold which enables the selection of multiple PV converters
for power curtailment. Once the ith converter is chosen, the
power-limiting signal for this converter, denoted as PLC_ENAi,
will be enabled. When the PLC_ENA signal is received by the
ith PV converter through the LBC, the PV voltage reference for
the ith PV converter will be increased by vstep,PLC in the next
MPPT cycle, instead of being calculated by the conventional
MPPT algorithm, as shown in Fig. 7(c). In this way, the battery
power only absorbs a part of power with its maximum
capability, while the power ramp-rate constraint will be
simultaneously maintained by the power limiting control of PV
converters, with the power of the selected PV converters
curtailed to the same level. In extreme cases when the battery
SoC reaches its upper limit (Figs. 6(c) and (i)), Pbat,lwlim will be
set as zero to avoid overcharging the battery, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). Due to the low bandwidth of the PLC for PV
converters, Pbat,lwlim is assigned as a positive value slightly
larger than zero (Pth,nrrw) to start the PLC for PV converters
earlier.
As discussed previously, when the battery converter reaches
its upper power limit or SoC limit, the ramp-rate constraint
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the PRRC and PLC strategy: (a) and (b) the control
algorithm implemented in the controller of the battery converter), and (c)
*
modified MPPT algorithm for PV converters ( Ptotal,init – initial total power
*
*
reference; Ptotal,avai – the reference of the total available power; and ∆Ptotal,PRR –
sum of the adjustment (Pinc) from the PRRC control).

during the total power ramp-down cannot always be maintained, as shown in Figs. 6(e) and (f). Thus, to avoid
overloading the battery in such cases, a battery overloading
control is introduced in the proposed PRRC and PLC strategies.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), if Pbat is higher than Pbat,uplim, the
excessive power (Pbat,uplim − Pbat) will be directly fed forward to
the total power reference. In practice, such conditions should be
avoided by allocating batteries with sufficient power capacity
when designing the series-PV-battery system. As this paper is
focused on the FAPC, how to design the capacity of the battery
ES system is not detailed.
B. Power Reserve Control
As discussed previously, how to estimate the available PV
power during the operation is of importance for the PRC [5]. A
cost-effective solution is to employ the sensorless PRC strategy
in [5]. The principle of this control is to routinely change the
operation of PV inverters between the MPPT mode and the PLC
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mode. In the MPPT mode, the available PV power is estimated,
while the excessive power is temporarily stored in the energy
storage elements. When the power at the MPP is determined,
the converter operates in the PLC mode to achieve the required
power reserve. Inspired by this, in the proposed PRC for seriesPV-battery systems, the available PV power is estimated using
a similar approach, i.e., through the periodic MPPT control.
However, if the MPP observation of individual PV converters
is enabled simultaneously, the excessive power will be significantly increased, which can be beyond the power limit of the
battery and impossible to be compensated, as demonstrated in
Fig. 8(a). In such cases, the total power reserve constraint can
no longer be maintained. Thus, in the proposed PRC, the MPPT
operations of individual PV converters in the series-PV-battery
system are enabled in sequence at different time intervals to
achieve module-level MPP estimation for all PV converters, as
shown in Figs. 8(b)-(d) and 9. Depending on the MPPT
enabling signals (denoted as MPO_ENAk for the kth PV converter), the operation of the kth PV converter can be divided into
three periods, as shown in Fig. 9. For the kth converter, Period I
refers to the period when the MPPT control is enabled; Period
II refers to the period when the MPPT control for all converters
is disabled; and Period III refers to the period when the MPPT
control is enabled for any other converters. From the above, it
is known that the MPPT control is only enabled for at most one
converter at any time.
With the MPPT enabling signals, the PRC for series-PVbattery systems has three operating modes depending on battery
power and SoC conditions. More specifically, the total reserved
power is 1) fully absorbed by the battery, 2) partially curtailed
and 3) fully curtailed from PV converters in Modes 1, 2, and 3,
respectively, as shown in Figs. 8(b)-(d), where the operating
waveforms of a 3-cell PV-battery system with two PV
converters are exemplified. In addition, for Modes 2 and 3, the
curtailed PV power is distributed among all PV converters to
balance their loading.
However, different from the PRRC and PLC strategies, the
MPP observation in the PRC can result in an increased
excessive power, which may beyond the compensation capability of the battery converter. For such cases, the excessive power
can be compensated by the coordinated operation of other PV
converters. More clearly, when one PV converter is in the
MPPT mode, the power of the other PV converter is further
curtailed to maintain the total power reserve constraint, as
shown in Figs. 8(c) and (d). Seen from Fig. 10 (zoomed-in plot
of Zone 1 in Fig. 8(d)), this further curtailment of PV power
appears in Periods III of each PV converter, where all PV
converters should be coordinately controlled to maintain the
total power reserve constraint. With such an approach, the
battery conditions can also be sustained within the normal
operation range.
The control flowchart of the PRC is shown in Fig. 11, where
the control strategies during Periods I, II, and III for the kth PV
converter are developed. The control strategy of PV converters
is the same with Fig. 7(c), where PV converters are only
dependent on the PLC signals through the LBC to switch their
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Fig. 9. MPPT enabling signals for series-PV-battery systems.
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Fig. 8. Operational principle of the PRC: (a) conventional PRC for single
inverters are directly applied, (b) Mode 1 of the proposed PRC (battery power
and SoC within the normal range), (c) Mode 2 of the proposed PRC (battery
power reaches Pbat,lwlim), and (d) Mode 3 of the proposed PRC (battery SoC >
SoCup), where PPVk,avai is the available power for the kth PV converter.

operational modes. As shown in Fig. 11, in Period I of the kth
PV converter, the MPPT operation of this converter is enabled
by setting PLC_ENAk as zero. Then, the available power for the
kth PV converter PPVk,avai will be continuously updated by the
historical maximum value of the average active power for the
kth PV converter (PPVk,avg), which is obtained from a low pass
filter (LPF). Notably, the initial value of PPVk,avai should be
cleared as zero at the beginning of Period I for the following
*
can be set
updating. In addition, the PV voltage reference VPV,k
as a fraction of its open-circuit voltage VPV,k,OC at the beginning
of Period I, with the fraction Fv being in the range of 71−78%,
to accelerate the speed of the MPPT [5].
Then, at the beginning of Period II, the power reference of
*
, will be calculated
the total available power, denoted as Ptotal,avai
by summing up all the updated power PPVk,avai in Period I. Next,
*
is calculated to limit the
a power-limiting threshold PPV,PLC
power of all PV converters to the same level. Depending on the
required total power reserve and the power of the battery
converter, there are three cases to calculate this power-limiting
*
, as shown in Fig. 12, where a 4-cell series-PVthreshold PPV,PLC
battery system with three PV converters is exemplified:
1) Case 1: This case corresponds with Mode 1 shown in
Fig. 8(b), where all reserved power is absorbed by the
*
equals to a large
battery converter. In this case, PPV,PLC

value (larger than the maximum available power among all
PV converters), and no power will be curtailed from any
PV converters.
2) Case 2: This case corresponds with Modes 2 and 3 shown
*
+ Pbat,lwlim
in Figs. 8(c) and (d), where the power being Ptotal,res
is discarded from PV converters. In this case, not all PV
converters are required for power curtailment, as shown in
Fig. 12(b), where only the power of two PV converters (PV
*
*
. In this case, PPV,PLC
is
#1 and #3) is curtailed to PPV,PLC
larger than the available power of at least one PV converter.
3) Case 3: In this case, all PV converters are selected for
power curtailment, as shown in Fig. 12(c).
According to the above, an algorithm is designed to calculate
*
PPV,PLC
. First, the available power for all PV converters is sorted
in a descending order. Then, a new index is assigned to each PV
converter, which indicates its power ranking among all PV
converters, and is recorded in an array x. In other words, after
the sorting, the x(1)th and x(n−1)th PV converters will be the PV
converters with the maximum and minimum available power,
with their available power being denoted as PPVx(1),avai and
PPVx(n−1),avai, respectively. Afterwards, the power limiting
*
for the above three cases can be obtained, as
threshold PPV,PLC
detailed in the following:
*
*
is smaller than |Pbat,lwlim|, PPV,PLC
will be
1) Case 1: If Ptotal,res
set as a large value M (M > PPVx(1),avai).
*
is greater than |Pbat,lwlim|, the algorithm
2) Case 2: If Ptotal,res
will search from the x(1)th PV converter to the x(n−1)th PV
converter, to determine how many PV converters should be
selected for power curtailment. The searching loop is
*
explained as: In the αth cycle of the searching loop, PPV,PLC
is assumed to be equal to the available power of the
x(α+1)th PV converter. With this assumption, the total
reserved power can be calculated by
=
∆Pcomp

∑(P
α

m =1

PVx ( m ),avai

− PPVx ( α+1),avai

)

(4)

where ΔPcomp is the assumed power to be curtailed from PV
converters, and PPVx(m),avai refers to all PV converters with
their power larger than PPVx(α+1),avai. If ΔPcomp <
*
Ptotal,res
− Pbat,lwlim , α will be increased by 1, and the
searching loop will enter the next cycle. Otherwise, the
searching loop will be terminated, and the power from the
x(1)th to the x(α)th PV converters will be curtailed. The
power-limiting threshold can be calculated by
 α *

*
*
P=
PV,PLC
 ∑ PPVx ( m ),avai − Ptotal,res − Pbat,lwlim  α
 m =1


(5)

*
3) Case 3: If ∆Ptotal
is greater than |Pbat,lwlim|, and α has reached
n−1 in the searching loop, all PV converters should be
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C. Parameter Design Consideration of the MPP estimation

N

The speed to estimate the available power of each converter
is dependent on various factors, including the MPPT parameters, the amount of the power reserve, and environmental
conditions, etc. According to Fig. 9, the frequency to estimate
*
can be described as
the total available power Ptotal,avai

Pinc = 0,
Pth = Pth,wide

*
*
ΔPtotal,res
= ΔPtotal,res
+ Pinc,
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*
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Fig. 11. Control flowcharts of the proposed PRC for series-PV-battery systems.

selected for power curtailment. The power limiting threshold can be calculated by
*
PPV,PLC
=

(P

*
total,avai

*
− Ptotal,res
− Pbat,lwlim ) ( n − 1) .

illustrated in Figs. 8(c), (d) and 10. Accordingly, when Pbat
exceeds the lower limit Pbat,lwlim, the power of the kth PV
converter will be curtailed if it is around PPV,max, as shown in
the control strategy of Period III in Fig. 11. Here, different from
the previous definition, PPV,max refers to the maximum power
among all PV converters except for the one operating in
Period I. In addition, two thresholds are introduced in the
control strategy of Period III to avoid frequent disturbances in
steady state, being Pth,nrrw and PPV,th, as shown in Fig. 11.
With the above strategy, the reference of the total available
*
, and the PLC enabling signals for PV converters
power Ptotal,avai
*
can be calculated by subtracting
can be obtained. Then, Ptotal
*
*
Ptotal,res from Ptotal,avai . In the proposed control, the variation of
*
is also regulated following a ramp-rate, which can be
Ptotal
achieved by using the hysteresis-control-based PRRC strategy,
as shown in Fig. 11. Overall, with the above strategies, modulelevel MPP estimation and PLC can be achieved for PV
converters, while the reserved power is distributed among all
converters depending on the power of individual PV converters,
battery power and SoC conditions.

(6)

*
With the above algorithm, the power limiting reference PPV,PLC
can be obtained. The power limiting enabling signal for each
PV converter can thereby be determined by comparing its
*
.
power with PPV,PLC
In Period III of the kth PV converter, its power may be further
curtailed if the battery power or SoC has reached its limits, as

(7)

where n2 is the total number of PV converters, TMPO is the period
of the MPP estimation signal MPO_ENAk, and TP1, TP2, and TP3
are the duration time of Periods I, II, and III, respectively. In
general, TP1 = TP3, and fMPO = 1 / (n2TP1 + n2TP2). Thus, if the
minimum TP1 and TP2 can be found, the maximum fMPO will be
determined. Fig. 13 demonstrates the operation waveforms of
PV #1 during TP1 and TP2, where it can be noticed that both TP1
and TP2 are determined by 1) the dynamics of the MPPT and 2)
the amount of the power reserve. More specifically, TP1 and TP2
will become longer with a slower MPPT rate. Also, when a
larger power reserve is required, it will take more MPPT cycles
for PV converters to reach their MPPs or the curtailed value
*
PPV,PLC
. Therefore, considering the worst case where the PV
voltage varies between its open-circuit voltage VPV,OC
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*
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converters: (a) Case 1: no power curtailed from PV converters, (b) Case 2: the
power is curtailed from a part of PV converters, and (c) Case 3: the power is
curtailed from all PV converters.
*
( PPV,PLC
= 0) and its MPP voltage VMPP in the PRC, the minimum
time for the PV converters to enter the steady states of Periods
I and II can be simply estimated as

T=
T=
N MPPT,minT=
TMPPT (VPV,OC − VMPP ) vstep
P1,min
P2,min
MPPT

(8)

where NMPPT,min is the minimum required MPPT cycles. In
addition, since LPFs have been employed to calculate the
average PV power PPVk,avg, TP1,min can be longer to ensure a
reliable value of PPVk,avg, e.g., TP1 can be (1/f LPF,-3dB) longer,
where f LPF,-3dB is the -3 dB bandwidth of the LPF. Since the PV
voltage reference can be directly set as FvVPV,OC at the
beginning of Period I to shorten the required time for MPP
estimation, TP1,min can be equal to (1/f LPF,-3dB), further reducing
the required TMPO.
On the other hand, if TP1 becomes longer, the estimated
maximum available power can be more reliable. If TP2 becomes
longer, the distribution of the total reserved power among all
converters will have better performance, as the power reserve

control will be less affected by the MPP estimation.
Considering the above, sufficient margins should be involved
when determining TP1 and TP2. Nevertheless, the MPP
estimation does not have to be executed frequently. For
instance, in [38], it is executed every 10 minutes. Since the PV
power is slowly varying, it is acceptable to select a slow MPP
estimation rate in practice.
Notably, even if the PV power changes quickly, the required
power reserve can still be maintained with the proposed PRC.
For instance, if the PV power increases abruptly after Period I,
*
will remain unchanged. In
the power-limiting threshold PPV,PLC
the next Period I, the new MPP will be correctly estimated. If
the PV power decreases abruptly, e.g., lower than the deter*
, the PV converter can still be stably operated, i.e.,
mined PPV,PLC
*
according to the
tracking its new MPP lower than PPV,PLC
*
flowchart in Fig. 11. Since Ptotal,avai does not change, the transient power will be provided by the battery. Therefore, longer
TMPO just slows down the available power estimation, while the
power reserve control can still be achieved.
D. Control-Related Communication Variables
To implement the proposed FAPC strategies, several
variables should be transmitted among all converters using the
LBC, which include the PV power information (PPV1 … PPVn−1),
and the PLC enabling signals (PLC_ENA1 … PLC_ENAn−1).
Since the PLC enabling signals are bit-type variables, they can
be combined as one variable for transmission. Compared with
the distributed control in [33] for islanded series-PV-battery
systems, the only added data for transmission are those PLC
enabling signals, which has negligible impact on the
communication burden. Therefore, the proposed FAPC
strategies can be implemented with very low communication
requirements.
IV. OPERATION BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
As it has been discussed previously, the operation region of
series systems is limited due to the risk of over-modulation of
individual converters [23], which can be explained with Fig. 14.
According to Fig. 14, for a certain grid current, the maximum
available power for the battery converter only equals to
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Fig. 14. Demonstration of the limited operation region for individual converters in series-PV-battery systems, where Ig,rms is the root mean square (RMS) value of
ig, Vbat,max and Ibat,max are the maximum voltage and current of the battery, respectively, VMPP, IMPP, VPV,L1 and IPV,L1 are the PV voltage and current at its MPP and
L1, respectively, vac,1,avai and vac,n,avai are the available AC voltages for converter #1 and #n, respectively, and vac,1,max and vac,n,max are the assumed AC voltages if
converter #1 and #n are generating their maximum power, respectively.

Vbat,maxIg / 2, which is lower than its rated power. However, to
operate the battery under the rated power, an AC voltage with
its amplitude being vac,1,max should be generated, which is
beyond the available DC voltage of the battery converter.
Similarly, for the PV converter, its power is limited to
VPV,L1Ig / 2, because it will inevitably suffer from over-modulation
if it generates its maximum power (VMPPIMPP). Thus, for a certain
grid current, the available power of both the PV and battery
converters are limited by their available DC voltages.
Considering that the grid current is determined by all converters
and the grid layer constraints, the operation region of each
converter is dependent on the operation conditions of other
converters. As the converters in a series-PV-battery system are
coordinately controlled with the proposed strategies, it is
essential to identify the operation limits of the system, which
can be helpful for the grid layer control to determine appropriate
flexible power commands.
Considering that individual converters should not be overmodulated, the AC voltage amplitude of each converter should
not be higher than its DC voltage (modulation index mk* ≤ 1 ).
According to the analysis in [23], the stable operation range of
each converter can be given as
=
Vac,k M kV
=
dc,k

S kVg
=
S total

Pk2 + Qk2
Vg ≤ Vdc,k
2
2
Ptotal
+ Qtotal

(9)

where Vac,k, Vg and Mk are the amplitudes of vac,k, vg and mk* ,
respectively, Vdc,k and Sk are the DC voltage and the apparent
power for the kth converter, respectively, and Stotal is the
apparent power for the entire system. When there is no reactive
power, the criterion to determine the operation region of the kth
converter can be simplified as
V
Pk
≤ dc,k
Ptotal
Vg .

(10)

For the battery converter, Vdc,k can be considered fixed in the
analysis, since it does not change significantly with the

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM FOR THE OPERATION BOUNDARY ANALYSIS.
PV parameters per panel at the STC
Value
Open circuit voltage Voc
Short circuit current Isc
MPP voltage VMPP
MPP current IMPP
Maximum power PMPP

333.7 V
4.33 A
261.5 V
3.824 A
1000 W

Parameters for the battery converter
Nominal voltage
Maximum charging/discharging power

144 V
±600 W

Grid parameter
Grid nominal voltage vg (RMS)

230 V

variation of the battery SoC. For PV converters, their DC
voltages are related to the PV power, which can be expressed
as (in the standard test condition (STC)) [45]

(

Pk =
VPV,k I PV,k =
VPV,k  I sc − I 0 e


VPV,k + I PV,k Rs

)

−1  .


(11)

where Isc is the PV short circuit current in STC, and I0, Vt and
Rs are constants which can be obtained referring to [45]. Since
PV voltages are always equal or higher than the MPP voltage
in series systems due to the AOM control [33], [38], for any Pk,
a specific VPV,k can be found. Thus, VPV,k can be considered as
a function of Pk, and the operation region of PV converters can
be rewritten as
f ( Pk )
Pk
≤
Ptotal
Vg .

(12)

With the above, the operation boundary of a 3-cell series-PVbattery system with two PV converters and one battery
converter can be illustrated in Fig. 15, and the parameters of the
system are given in Table I. PV converters are considered
operating in the STC in the analysis (PPV1,avai = PPV2,avai = 1 kW).
As it can be observed from Fig. 15, the operation boundary
of the system is dependent on the power of individual
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Fig. 15. Operation boundaries of a 3-cell series-PV-battery system with two PV converters and one battery converter: (a) boundaries with Pbat ≤ 0, (b) boundaries
with Pbat ≥ 0, and (c) boundaries with PPV2 varying from 0 to 1 kW.

converters. When Pbat is positive, the operation region of the
system is much larger than that when Pbat is negative. If more
power is absorbed by the battery, the operation region for the
system will be narrower, as shown in Fig. 15(a). On the other
hand, when Pbat is positive, the boundary is broadened along the
diagonal from the upper left to lower right on Fig. 15(b), while
the boundary at the lower left corner is narrowed. It means that
when the battery is generating larger active power, the two PV
converters can be more unbalanced; meanwhile, the two PV
converters should also provide sufficient power to ensure the
stable operation of the system (e.g., the total PV power should
be at least 625 W when Pbat = 500 W, as shown in Fig. 15(b)).
In the proposed FAPC strategies, if the battery cannot absorb
all excessive power, the power from each PV converter will be
curtailed to almost the same level. With such a power
curtailment, the operation points of the PV converters are
maintained near the diagonal being PPV1 = PPV2 (l0) on
Figs. 15(a) and (b). On the other hand, if the curtailed power is
not properly distributed, the system may operate beyond the
allowed boundary. For instance, as shown in Fig. 15(a), when
*
Ptotal,lim
= 900 W and Pbat is limited to −300 W (Ptotal = 1.2 kW),
(PPV1, PPV2) can be any point between A1 (371 W, 829 W) and
A2 (829 W, 371 W) on line l1. However, if PPV2 is further
curtailed to 300 W, PV converter #1 will be over-modulated if
it generates the desired 900 W. Due to the AOM control, PPV1
will be curtailed to keep the stable operation of the system, and
the battery charging power will be decreased as well to keep
Ptotal = 900 W. In steady state, as shown in Fig. 15(a), the system
will be operated at point B, where PPV1 is curtailed to 830 W,
while the battery is charged at -230 W. It can be noticed that
70-W power is lost because of the unbalanced curtailed power
distribution. Considering that the operation points may vary due
to the perturbation of the modified MPPT (e.g., within a circular
range around the desired point, such as the r1 and r2 around A1
and C in Fig. 15(a), respectively), the operation point C on l0
can be more appropriate than A1, which has larger margin with
respect to the boundary. Thus, the proposed curtailed power
distribution strategy, the system can operate within the allowed
operation boundary with the largest margin, ensuring a good
utilization of the PV power.
The equalized power loading among all PV converters can
ensure the stable operation of the system with the PRRC and

PLC. However, for the PRC, the system is more easily to
become unstable, especially when the required power reserve is
high. This is because the operation point of the system can be
closer to the boundary when observing the MPPs of PV
*
= 700 W and Pbat = 0, the
converters. For instance, if Ptotal,res
system can be stably operated, as shown in Fig. 15(a), where
the operation points of the system move along the line l2, which
*
is
is located within the operation boundary. Whereas, if Ptotal,res
increased to 1 kW, the system will become unstable. Initially,
the operation point of the system will vary along the line l3 as
shown in Fig. 15(a). However, when observing the MPPs of PV
converters, the point where (PPV1, PPV2) = (1 kW, 0) cannot be
reached because of the potential over-modulation. Consequently, the operation point of the system can only reach D1,
where PPV1,avai is estimated as 900 W. Similarly, PPV2,avai is
estimated as 900 W as well. Then, the total power reference
*
*
will be decreased to 0.8 kW ( Ptotal,avai
decreases to 1.8 kW),
Ptotal
and the operation point of the system will vary along the new
line l4. However, as the points where PPV1 = 1 kW and PPV2 =
1 kW are still not reachable, the movement of the operation
point will be stopped at D2 when estimating PPV1,avai, with the
observed PPV1,avai even smaller than the value on D1. In this way,
the observed total available power will keep decreasing along
the operation boundary, until it reaches C3, where the estimated
PPV1,avai = PPV2,avai = 0.5 kW, and the system will stop operating
*
is decreased to 0. The power reserve control will
because Ptotal
become unstable in such condition.
The above-mentioned issue can be addressed by broadening
the operation boundary of the system. One possible way is to
utilize low-order harmonics, which can increase the limitation
of Mk higher than 1, e.g., being 1.15 as in [23]. On the other
hand, the operation region of the system can also be extended
by injecting reactive power to the grid [19] or increasing the
battery voltage. Both approaches will loosen the criterion in (9).
However, those are not the focus of this paper.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed control,
experiments have been performed on a 3-cell series-PV-battery
system, as shown in Fig. 16, which is assembled with three
Infineon FS50R12KT4_B15 IGBT modules. Two programmable DC power supplies were used to emulate the two PV
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TABLE II
HARDWARE AND CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP.
Circuit parameters
Value
DC link capacitor for PV converters
DC link capacitor for the battery converter
Output LC filter of each converter
Grid nominal voltage vg (RMS)
Grid nominal frequency
Battery capacity

Battery simulator

Battery converter
PV simulator #2
(ITECH 6006C)

1st PV converter
2nd PV converter

Fig. 16. Experimental prototype of the 3-cell series PVBH systems.

modules, and one DC power supply in parallel with a resistor
bank was adopted to mimic the battery. Three TMS320F28335
digital signal processors were employed as individual
controllers, which are interlinked with the RS-485 serial
communication using the Modbus protocol. The key parameters
of the series-PV-battery system are shown in Tables I and II,
unless otherwise noted. In addition, as the three operational
modes for the PRRC, PLC and PRC are similar in term of the
surplus power distribution, the operational modes where the
surplus power is partially discarded (Modes 2 for the proposed
PRRC, PLC and PRC) are only validated with experimental
results for the PRC. In addition, according to (8), TP2,min = 2.4 s,
TP1,min = 1 s (only considering the cut-off frequency of the 1-Hz
rectangular window LPF), and the minimum TMPO can be
obtained as 6.8 s. However, considering the analysis
Section III. D, TP1, TP2 are increased to ensure a more reliable
MPP estimation and better control performance in terms of the
power reserve distribution.
Case 1: The ramp-up and the power limiting control performance are shown in Figs. 17−19, where PV #1 and #2 are
operating at 55% and 100% of their rated power in the initial
stage, respectively. Then, the power of PV #1 jumps to 100%
of its rated power. As shown in Fig. 17, PPV1 quickly increases
from 506 W to 920 W, while Ptotal increases slowly following a
ramp-rate of 40 W/s, with the excessive power compensated by
the battery converter. In steady state, Ptotal is limited to 1600 W,
and the surplus power of 240 W is absorbed by the battery.
From Fig. 18, it can be noticed that the DC voltages for both
PV converters are oscillating in a three-stair manner, indicating
that they are operating at their MPPs during the entire process.
Before and after the power step change, the line current is kept
in phase with the grid voltage, as well as the AC output voltages
of PV converters, as shown in the zoomed-in plots in Figs. 18
and 19. This indicates unity power factor operation of the PV
converters, as well as the series system.
Case 2: To demonstrate the control performance of the
system under the PLC with different battery SoC conditions,
experimental results are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The initial
condition is the same with the steady-state condition of Case 1,
and the Charging_DSABL control signal is subsequently
enabled. As a result, the power of the battery converter gradually rises and oscillates around zero, which means that the

1360 μF
680 μF
1.8 mH / 30 μF
230 V
50 Hz
20 Ah

Control parameters for power loops

Value

Switching frequency
Controller sampling frequency
MPPT sampling rate
MPPT step-size

10 kHz
10 kHz
5 Hz
6V

Power control parameters for PV convertersa

kp,p = −2, ki,p = −2,
kp,q = 0.12, ki,q = 0.4

Power control parameters for the battery
converterb

kp,p,total = kp,q,total = 0.005,
ki,p,total = ki,q,total = 1

Threshold for AOM loops [33]

mth,L = 0.85, mth,H = 0.9

Communication baud rate

9600 b/s

Flexible power control parameters

Value

Total power limit

Ptotal,lim = 1600 W

Power limits for the battery converter

Pbat,uplim = 450 W,
Pbat,lwlim = −450 W

Thresholds for the battery power control

Pth,nrrw = 10 W,
Pth,wide = 20 W

Comparison threshold for the PLC of PV
converters

PPV,th = 50 W

Perturbation step-size of the PLC

Vstep,PLC = 2 V

Control periods for the PRC

TP1 = 3 s, TP2 = 7 s,
TMPO = 20 s

Fraction value when enabling the MPPT

Fv = 0.783

Low-pass filter to calculate the average
power for PRC

1-Hz rectangular window,
fs,LPF = 200 Hzd

kp,p, ki,p, kp,q, and ki,q are the proportional and integral gains for the active and
reactive power control, correspondingly.
b
kp,p,total, ki,p,total, kp,q,total and ki,q,total are the proportional and integral gains for the
active and reactive power control loops in the battery converter, correspondingly.
d
fs,LPF is the sampling frequency for the low-pass filter.
a

battery converter is neither in the charging nor in the
discharging mode. To keep the total power under the required
1600-W power limit, 120-W active power is curtailed from
each PV converter, and PPV1 and PPV2 are oscillating around 800
W in steady state, as it can be observed from Fig. 20. The power
curtailment of PV converters can be confirmed by the PV
voltages shown in Fig. 21, where the PV voltages are oscillating
around 285 V in steady state, which is higher than their MPP
voltage. During the entire process, the total power and the grid
current are stable, with the amplitude of the grid current being
around 9.8 A, as shown in Fig. 21.
Case 3: The ramp-down control performance is demonstrated in Figs. 22−24, where the initial condition is the same
with the steady-state condition of Case 2. Then, the power of
PV #1 suddenly decreases to 60% of its rated power, as shown
in Fig. 22, where PPV1 decreases abruptly and oscillates around
550 W, while PV #2 keeps operating at its full power. According to the results in Figs. 22 and 23(a), the envelope of the grid
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Fig. 17. Power ramp-up and power limiting control performance when PV
power increases and battery charging is permitted (time [1 s/div]).
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vac,bat (100 V/div)
vac,PV1 (100 V/div)

0
0

vac,PV2 (100 V/div)

0
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(b)
(a)
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VPV2 (50 V/div)
vg (250 V/div) ig (10 A/div)
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vg = 0
ig = 0
VPV1 = 0

vg = 0
ig = 0
VPV1 = 0

VPV2 = 0

VPV2 = 0

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 19. Voltage responses of individual converters under power ramp-up
control and PLC while the battery charging is permitted (the time scale is
1 s/div for Fig. 19(a), and 20 ms/div for Figs. 19(b) and (c)): (a) ac output
voltages of individual converters and the grid current, (b) zoomed-in plot of
Zone 1 in Fig. 19(a), and (c) zoomed-in plot of Zone 2 in Fig. 19(a).

ig (10 A/div)

Ptotal (200 W/div)
PPV1 (400 W/div)

(c)

Fig. 18. Current and voltage responses of the system under power ramp-up
control and PLC while the battery charging is permitted (the time scale is
1 s/div for Fig. 18(a), and 20 ms/div for Figs. 18(b) and (c)): (a) PV voltages,
grid voltage and current, (b) zoomed-in plot of Zone 1 in Fig. 18(a), and (c)
zoomed-in plot of Zone 2 in Fig. 18(a).

current slowly decreases, as well as the total active power,
which is decreases with a ramp-rate of −40 W/s after the power
step change. During the ramp-down period, the transient power
is provided by the battery, with the peak power being 360-W.
In steady state, both PV converters are back to their MPPs, as
shown in Fig. 23(a), and Pbat oscillates around zero again.
Before and after the step change, the line current and the ac
voltages of the two PV converters are in-phase with the grid
voltage, as it can be observed from Figs. 23(b), 23(c), 24(b) and
24(c), indicating that there is no reactive power contribution
from the entire system and the two PV converters.
Case 4: The control performance of the PRC is demonstrated
in Figs. 25 and 26. In the following cases, vstep,PLC is set as 6 V,
and the power control thresholds Pth,nrrw and Pth,wide are reassigned as 20 W and 30 W, respectively. At the beginning,
*
Ptotal,res
is set as zero, and the lower power limit of the battery
converter Pbat,lwlim is set as −200 W. The 1st and the 2nd PV
converter provide approximately 700-W and 680-W active
power, respectively. Due to the power control dead-band
induced by the threshold Pth, the battery converter also provides
a small part of power, which is around 20 W. The total power
is thus around 1400 W, being 20-W higher than the total

Ptotal = 800 W
PPV1 = PPV2 = Pbat = 0

PPV2 (400 W/div)
Pbat (400 W/div)

Battery charging is disabled

Fig. 20. Power limiting control performance when the battery charging is
disabled (time [2 s/div]).
VPV1 (50 V/div)
VPV2 (50 V/div)
Battery charging is disabled

ig = 0
VPV1 = 0
VPV2 = 0

ig (5 A/div)
iline (10 A/div)

Fig. 21. Current and voltage responses of the system under PLC when the
battery charging is disabled (time [2 s/div]).

available 1380-W power, as it can be observed from Fig. 25.
The two PV voltages are oscillating around 260 V, which
implies that the two PV converters are operating at their MPPs,
as shown in Fig. 26(a). Then, in Stage II, the required power
reserve is increased to 100 W. As a result, the average total
power gradually decreases to 1300 W with a ramp-rate of
−5.5 W/s, while all reserved power is absorbed by the battery
converter. The two PV converters keep operating at their MPPs,
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PV#1 jumps from 100% to 60% of its rated power
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0
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0
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Fig. 22. Power ramp-down control performance when PV power decreases
(time [1 s/div]).
PV#1 jumps from 100% to 60% of its rated power
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0
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ig = 0
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Fig. 23. Current and voltage responses of the system during power ramp-down
(the time scale is 1 s/div for Fig. 23(a), and 20 ms/div for Figs. 23(b) and (c)):
(a) PV voltages and the grid current, (b) zoomed-in plot of Zone 1 in Fig. 23(a),
and (c) zoomed-in plot of Zone 2 in Fig. 23(a).

which can be confirmed by Figs. 25 and 26(a), where PPV1,avg
and PPV2,avg are around 700 W and 680 W, respectively, while
the two PV voltages are oscillating around 260 V.
*
is further increased to 300 W.
In the 3rd stage, Ptotal,res
Consequently, the average total power gradually decreases with
a ramp-rate of −5.5 W/s, until it reaches 1080 W. It can be
noticed that the required 300-W power reserve is accurately
*
= 1380 W). Since the battery power limit
achieved ( Ptotal,avai
Pbat,lwlim is set as −200 W, only approximately 200-W reserved
power is absorbed by the battery converter, while the power of
each PV converter is curtailed to be around 640 W (60-W and
40-W power curtailed from the 1st and 2nd PV converters,
respectively). It can be noticed from Fig. 25 that the power of
each PV converter routinely reaches its maximum power, then
is curtailed to be around 640 W, and further curtailed when the
other converter is operating at its maximum power. The switch
between different operational modes can also be confirmed by
Fig. 26(b), where it can be observed that the two PV voltages
are periodically at the MPP voltage, then increased to be around
280 V due to the PRC, and further increased to 300 V to fulfil
the power reserve constraint.

vac,bat (100 V/div)

vac,bat (100 V/div)
vac,PV1 (100 V/div)

ig (5 A/div)

ig (5 A/div)

VPV2 (50 V/div)
VPV1 (50 V/div)
vg (250 V/div) ig (10 A/div)

Zone 2

Zone 1

0

PPV1 (400 W/div)

Zone 1

15

ig (5 A/div)

(c)

Fig. 24. Voltage responses of individual converters during power ramp-down
(the time scale is 1 s/div for Fig. 24(a), and 20 ms/div for Figs. 24(b) and (c)):
(a) ac output voltages of individual converters and the grid current, (b) zoomedin plot of Zone 1 in Fig. 24(a), and (c) zoomed-in plot of Zone 2 in Fig. 24(a).

In Stage IV, due to a high SoC, the battery charging is
disabled by setting Pbat,lwlim as 0. As a result, the power of the
battery converter quickly rises and oscillates around zero, while
more power is curtailed from PV converters to fulfil the 300-W
power reserve requirement. As shown in Fig. 25, both two PV
converters periodically operate in the MPPT mode, with the
observed maximum power being 700 W and 680 W for the 1st
and 2nd PV converters, respectively. Thus, the power-limiting
*
can be calculated as 540 W according to (5).
threshold PPV,PLC
It is in accordance with the results of Stage IV in Fig. 25, where
it can be observed that when neither PV converters are
operating in the MPPT mode, the power of each converter is
curtailed to be around 540 W. Also, in the power-limiting
periods (Periods II for both PV converters) of Stage IV, the PV
voltages are increased to be around 295 V, as shown in
Fig. 26(a), which confirms that more power is discarded from
the two PV converters. The switch between different
operational modes for PV converters can also be confirmed in
Fig. 26(b), where the oscillation on the amplitudes of vac,PV1 and
vac,PV2 become more obvious in Stage IV, being in a three-stair
manner.
Case 5: Finally, the control performance of the PRC with
different irradiance for PV panels is shown in Figs. 27 and 28,
where a 300-W power reserve is required while the battery
charging is disabled (Pbat,lwlim = 0), and the initial condition is
the same with the steady-state condition of Case 4. Then, in
Stage II, the maximum power of the 1st PV converter is
increased by 80 W. As it can be observed from Fig. 27, after the
power step up, the estimated available power for the 1st PV
converter is increased to 780 W, while PPV2,avai remains
unchanged at 680 W. The total power can be accordingly
calculated as 1460 W, and the total power is thus curtailed to
1160 W, as shown in Fig. 27. The two PV converters routinely
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Stage I

Stage II
*
Ptotal,res
= 100 W

Stage III

Stage I

Stage IV

*
Ptotal,res
= 300 W

*
Ptotal,res
= 300 W

Ptotal,avg (200 W/div)

PPV2,avg (400 W/div)
Pbat,avg (400 W/div)

Pbat,lwlim = 0 W

Stage III

Pbat,avg (400 W/div)
Ptotal,avg = 0

Fig. 27. Power control performance of the proposed PRC with varying
irradiance for the 1st PV converter (time [40 s/div]).
Stage I

Stage IV

Stage II

Stage III

VPV1,MPP

VPV1 (50 V/div)
VPV2 (50 V/div)
ig = 0

VPV2 (50 V/div)
VPV1 (50 V/div)

VPV2,MPP
ig = 0
VPV2 = 0

ig (5 A/div)

VPV1 = 0

ig (5 A/div)
VPV1 = 0

VPV2 = 0

(a)
Stage I

0
0

0

Stage II

The maximum power of PV #1
is decreased by 160 W

PPV2,avg (400 W/div)

Pbat,lwlim = −200 W

Fig. 25. Power control performance of the proposed PRC with different power
reserve requirement and battery SoC conditions (time [40 s/div]).
Stage II

Ptotal,avg (200 W/div)

PPV1,avg = PPV2,avg = Pbat,avg = 0

Ptotal,avg = 0

Stage I

Stage III

The maximum power of
PV #1 is increased by 80 W

PPV1,avg (400 W/div)

PPV1,avg (400 W/div)
PPV1,avg = PPV2,avg = Pbat,avg = 0

Stage II
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Stage III

(a)
Stage I

Stage IV

vac,bat (250 V/div)

vac,PV1 (250 V/div)

vac,PV2 (250 V/div)

0
0

0

Stage III

Stage II

vac,bat (250 V/div)

vac,PV1 (250 V/div)

vac,PV2 (250 V/div)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 26. Voltage and current response of the system in Case 4 of the
experimental tests (time [40 s/div]): (a) PV voltages and the grid current, and
(b) output ac voltages of individual converters.

Fig. 28. Voltage and current response of the system in Case 5 of the
experimental tests (time [40 s/div]): (a) PV voltages and the grid current, and
(b) output ac voltages of individual converters.

operate in the MPPT mode and the power-limiting mode, which
can be confirmed by the PV voltages in Fig. 28, with most
reserved power being curtailed from the 1st PV converter. In the
power limiting period (Period II), the power of each PV
converter is limited to be around 590 W, being slightly higher
*
, which can be calculated as 580 W
than the desired PPV,PLC
according to (5). These small errors in the power control may
possibly due to the low bandwidths of the low-pass filters
(LPFs) to calculate the average power. As shown in Table II,
the bandwidths of the LPFs are lower than 1 Hz, being much
lower than the bandwidth of the MPPT control, which will lead
to slow dynamic response of the PV power control. However,
these errors have negligible influence on the PRC performance
of the system, as the excessive 20-W power can be compensated
by the battery to maintain the PRC constraint, as shown in
Fig. 27, where Pbat,avg is around −20 W.

In the next stage, the maximum power of the 1st PV converter
is then decreased by 160 W, while it remains constant for the
2nd PV converter (680 W). As shown in Fig. 27, after the power
step down, the total average power of the system gradually
decreases with a ramp-rate of −5.5 W/s, until it reaches the
steady-state 1020 W. Compared with the desired 1000-W total
power, it can be noticed that 20-W more power is generated due
to the control dead-band of Pth, In steady state, the periodical
MPPT operation has correctly estimated the available power of
PV converters, being about 620 W and 680 W for the 1st and 2nd
PV converters, respectively. In the power limiting periods for
both PV converters, the power of each PV converters is
curtailed to be around 520 W, while almost no power is
absorbed by the battery converter, which brings no change to
the battery SoC.
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From the above experimental results, it can be noticed that
the power of the battery converter is not strictly controlled
within the desired power range, e.g., being always larger than
Pbat,lwlim, which is mainly due to the low bandwidth of the
proposed PRC. As the battery converter is also responsible for
compensating the power variation from other converters while
maintaining the PRC constraints, the instantaneous power of the
battery converter can easily be beyond the desired range, as
shown in Figs. 25 and 27. Thus, larger margins should be
considered when designing the battery converter, especially for
the maximum allowed charging power. In addition, due to the
low bandwidth of the LPFs employed to measure the average
power, the PV power may not be precisely curtailed to the
desired level, as it can be observed from Stage IV of Fig. 27,
Stages II, and III of Fig. 27. Nevertheless, the PRC of the entire
system is not affected by these errors in the PV power control,
as they can actually be compensated by the battery converter.
Since the errors are relatively small, it also has little impact on
the variation of the battery SoC. Moreover, there are also a
small error in the total power control due to the control deadband being [−Pth, Pth], as discussed previously. As it is very
small (less than 1.25% of the rated power for the entire system),
this is also acceptable in practice.
Nevertheless, the power control errors due to the control dead
band can still charge/discharge the battery cumulatively, which
appears in Case 5, where Pbat is not precisely at zero in steady
state. To address this, a simple SoC balancing loop can be
considered, where two thresholds SoCup+ and SoCup- (SoCup+ >
SoCup-) are assigned to the SoC upper limit (SoCup). More
*
and
specifically, when the battery SoC reaches SoCup-, Pbat,BMS
Pbat,lwlim can be set as zero. If the cumulative charge appears,
*
Pbat,BMS
and Pbat,lwlim will be set as positive values once the
battery SoC reaches SoCup+, which will discharge the battery.
*
and
When the battery SoC is reduced back to SoCup-, Pbat,BMS
Pbat,lwlim are set as zero again. Through this hysteresis control,
the cumulative charging due to the power control dead-band can
be avoided. Similarly, two thresholds SoCdw+ and SoCdw(SoCdw+ > SoCdw-) can be assigned to the SoC lower limit
(SoCdw) to address the potential cumulative discharging of the
battery.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To achieve flexible active power control of grid-connected
series-PV-battery systems, PRRC, PLC, and PRC strategies
were developed in this paper. With the proposed strategies, the
total PV power can be controlled following the power ramprate/limiting/reserve constraint commands, while all converters
are coordinately controlled considering various constraints,
including the total power constraints, battery power and SoC
limits, and the available power of individual PV converters. The
reserved/curtailed power is distributed among all converters to
1) balance the loading among all PV converters and 2) avoid
the overcharging and overloading of the battery converter,
ensuring a good harvesting of PV power. In the proposed PRC
strategy, the MPP observation of individual PV converters is
achieved by the coordinated control of all converters, which
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maintains the total power reserve constraints simultaneously.
With this coordinated MPPT, the operation of the PRC is
divided into three operation stages, where individual PV
converters are in the MPPT mode, the power-limiting mode,
and coordinated controlled to assist the MPP observation of
other converters, respectively. In addition, the proposed control
can be realized with very low communication requirements,
being suitable for distributed systems. Experimental results
from the hardware prototype have validated the effectiveness of
the proposed control solution in terms of the PRRC, PLC, and
PRC strategies, where experimental tests with the power ramprates being ± 2.5% and ± 0.34% of the rated power per second,
total power limit being 87% of the maximum PV power, and
power reserve being around 22% of the total power were
performed.
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